Card Instructions for the Color Your World Kit from Maya Road
by Kay Miller

Card 1
1. Wet watercolor paper then sprinkle blue Color Burst watercolors in the
center. Spritz with a little bit more water to let the color blend out. Let this
dry then sprinkle with water and blot. When that is dry mix up a bit of the
blue Color Burst with water and sprinkle that on by tapping with a
watercolor brush.
2. Cut the leaves out of some paper that you have watercolored
with the blue and yellow ColorBurst.
3. Cut 3 of the happy dies out and adhered those together.
4. Glue the leaves and the happy die cut down with liquid glue.
5. Glue the dimensional elements down with a glue gun.

Card 2
1. Sprinkle some red, blue and yellow Color Burst onto a pallet, mix with a little
bit of water and swipe this across your watercolor paper. Let this dry and cut
it down to 3 ½ x 4 ½.
2. Wrap the lace around the edge of your watercolored piece and adhere it on
the back with hot glue or a tape runner. Glue the flower border along the
edge on top of that.
3. Cut the leaves out of some paper that has been watercolored with the blue
Color Burst.
4. Cut out three of the Love word dies and adhere those together
5. Glue the large flower and butterfly to the panel with hot glue. Glue the leaves
and the Love word die down with liquid glue.
6. Adhere the panel to a top folded card.
7. Add some sequins with liquid adhesive.

Card 3
1. Sprinkle some of the red and blue Color Burst onto a pallet and using a brush
and some water pick up the color and do a light watercolor wash onto your
watercolor paper. For some added interest you can splatter some of these
same colors onto your paper.
2. When this is dry mount the panel onto a top folded card base.
3. Cut the love die out three times and adhere these together.
4. Cut one of the leaf dies out of some watercolor paper.
5. Glue the love die, the leaves and the tickets with liquid glue. Glue the lace and
dimensional elements on with hot glue.
6. Add a few sequins with liquid glue.

Card 4
1. Mix some of the blue, red and yellow Color Burst onto a pallet to create a
brownish tone. Use this to watercolor on your dry watercolor paper. Use a
little more reddish color for some parts and a little more of the greenish mix
for others to create a nice blend of colors. Let this dry well.
2. Cut the Thinking of You sentiment out and adhere it with liquid glue.
3. Take a piece of the twine and tie a little bow at the top of the hanging keys
charm.
4. Adhere the ticket stubs with liquid glue, and glue all of the dimensional
elements with a glue gun.

Card 5
1. Put some of the red and yellow Color Burst onto a pallet, mix it with a small
amount of water, and dry brush it across your watercolor paper starting at
the right corner upwards. Use just the red color first, then start picking up
the yellow as you work your way to the left side. Let this dry.
2. Cut out three of the Love dies and adhered those together.
3. Cut the leaves out of some paper that has been watercolored with the red and
yellow Color Burst.
4. Adhere the lace flower border down with hot glue, and the leaves and love
die down with liquid glue.
5. Cut two of the flowers out of paper that has been watercolored with the red
and yellow Color Burst. Glue these down with liquid glue, then glue the white
rose in the center down with hot glue.
6. Add a few of the sequins with liquid glue.

Card 6
1. Sprinkle some of the red Color Burst onto a pallet, mix with a small amount
of water and watercolor stripes across your watercolor paper. Go back and
add some thinner stripes in between. Let this dry, cut it out 3 ½ x 4 ½ and
adhere to your card base with foam tape.
2. Cut two leaves out of the watercolor paper.
3. Cut the Congrats sentiment out and glue down flat with liquid glue.
4. Glue the leaves down flat with liquid glue.
5. Tie a bow with the white Raffia and hot glue that down.
6. Make three rolled roses with the rolled rose die cut from paper that was
watercolored with the red Color Burst. Glue these just above the bow with
hot glue.
7. Hot glue the butterfly at the top and add some sequins.

Kit is available for purchase here: Color Your World Watercolor Kit

